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IM ENGLISH 
MAY 2010 SESSION 

EXAMINERS’ REPORT 
 

Introduction 

The following are the figures for May 2010. The number of students taking Intermediate has continued to 
increase over last year’s 1579 candidates. 

Grade  No. of Candidates % of Candidates 

A  91 5.6 

B  214 13.2 

C  390 24.0 

D  275 17.0 

E  249 15.3 

F  383 23.6 

ABSENT  22 1.4 

TOTAL  1624 100 

 

Grade No. of Candidates % of Candidates 

A – C 695 42.8 

A - E 1219 75.1 

FAIL 383 23.6 

 

Overall this was an average performance. Students had to take an Oral (10 marks), and in the Written 
part of the examination they were required to answer three questions allotted 30 marks each: a general 
essay, a comprehension and summary and one literature question.   

ORAL 
 
The general opinion among examiners is that the Oral examination is not as effective as it can be. The 
examiners had extensive meetings over the last academic year to study ways of improving the Oral 
component of the Intermediate examination.  These meetings will continue when the examiners meet 
again in the next academic year (2010-2011).  
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ESSAY 
 
General comments 
 
One of the remarks in the introduction to comments on the essay in last year’s Report underscored the 
high frequency of candidates that opted to write a narrative text.  The suggestion was that candidates 
used and/or abused the titles given, resulting in a prevalence of narrative responses. This year’s titles 
seemed to have helped candidates opt for a wider range of text types. For example, this year’s title 
(option b) asked for a report on the activities of a student organization for the purpose of future budgeting.  
 
A number of candidates have to be commended on the quality of their performance. For example, one 
has to appreciate the efforts by candidates writing about ‘The Most Beautiful Place on This Earth’ to 
elevate a particular place in a way that would merit such a title. One also has to appreciate background 
knowledge, such as reference to the Kyoto Protocol and similar agreements, which candidates used to 
support their arguments when writing about the environment. Credit must be given to the 
presentation/formatting and correctness of the reports on a student organisation’s activities as well as the 
correctness of style when writing a letter to the mayor. 
 
There are, of course, a number of weaknesses in the candidates’ writing that need to be acknowledged 
by all those interested in the preparation towards this examination. One can mention poor spelling, wrong 
tenses, absence of verb-noun agreement, incorrect idiom as well as other linguistic shortcomings. Essays 
that do not feature a single completely correct ‘sentence’ are not particularly rare either. Unfortunately, it 
is rather difficult within a two-year course to entirely eliminate such shortcomings if candidates commence 
their preparation for this examination with such errors fossilized in their linguistic proficiency. Fortunately, 
the greater majorities of shortcomings are not of this kind and tend to be more of a kind that demonstrates 
stilted or awkward grammar and lack of discipline in ideas and their organisation/coherence.  While poor 
expression is irksome because one expects a certain level of proficiency after so many years of contact 
with the language, candidates also need to be made conscious of the implications of insensitivity to 
and/or a disregard of the focus in essay titles. For example, if an essay title reads ‘The Most Beautiful 
Place on This Earth’, an essay on Malta limited to a glossing over of a number of attractions without the 
slightest effort to capture a tint of the passion suggested in the title is not acceptable at this level. The lack 
of sensitivity to the idea of an event of importance, of a defining moment, was also characteristic of too 
many narratives that began ‘This is the first day of the rest of my life...’ Similarly, insensitivity to the title 
was apparent when candidates supposedly writing to the mayor about the benefits of a place where 
young people could ‘hang out’ together unbalanced their text by writing at unnecessary length about 
hikes, car washes and other activities removed from the very place the text was supposedly focusing on. 
The report supposedly concerned with the ‘accounts’ of student activities for the purpose of budgeting 
could not possibly have a single monetary figure, just as the paragraphs in an essay on how one may 
possibly contribute to environmental change should not have resembled a ‘rag bag’ of random ideas 
simply collated together without any form of logic. Such shortcomings related to aspects of discipline in 
writing need to be addressed as they often conspire with other shortcomings to seriously weaken the 
quality of the text.  
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Common Language Errors 

Syntax – sentences dragging on and on losing meaning and structure. 
Missing punctuation – particular misuse of commas, semi-colons. 
Inaccurate subject-verb correlation. 
Confusion of tenses. 
Misuse of plurals. 
Possessive case mixed up with the plural. 
Misuse of capital letters. 
Wrong choice of diction. 
Incorrect or limited vocabulary. 
 
 
 Comments on specific essay titles 
 

a) Write an article entitled ‘The Most Beautiful Pl ace on This Earth’, for publication in a 
popular travel magazine. 

 
There are three key words/phrases in this title that candidates needed to consider in order to fulfil the task 
properly. These are ‘article’, ‘most beautiful’ and ‘travel magazine’. The examiners did not expect 
candidates to demonstrate very good knowledge of the characteristics of article writing per se. However, 
demonstration (or otherwise) of a full understanding of the phrases ‘most beautiful’ and ‘travel magazine’ 
did determine the assessment of the writing. The phrase ‘most beautiful’ dictated a sense of the 
superlative which rarely came across in the texts. As expected, a good number of candidates who chose 
this title wrote about some place they may have seen while on holiday. One can understand that such 
holidays would have been enjoyed by the candidate but writing about them and translating these 
experiences into words to capture the emotions one feels on site is not an easy task. Many efforts did not 
rise above a flat account of ‘a holiday with my family’. Many decided to write about Malta. Because of the 
wealth of knowledge these candidates have about the place, the majority of these efforts were overloaded 
with references to history, traditions, customs etc. to the point that these efforts felt too superficial, with 
too many ideas simply glossed over. Such efforts were below the standard expected at this level. The 
third important phrase in the title is ‘travel magazine’. This means that writing about your favourite room in 
the house, grandmother’s farm, a secluded area in your big garden, your uncle’s library or other places 
that cannot be visited by the general public were wrong choices.  
 

b) The school council requests a report from your s tudent organisation in order to determine 
what budget to allocate to it next year. Write the report on your student organisation’s 
activities of the past year and make recommendation s for future events. 

 
Most of the responses to this title were presented in the correct format with proper subheadings. 
Furthermore, possibly because the texts under each subheading were often limited to ‘self-contained’ 
paragraphs briefly describing some activity (each of which never had to be developed into a complex 
argument/description/narrative), there was less evidence of candidates losing control of their text. A good 
number of these efforts felt right in many ways. Other responses were less satisfactory in the way they 
treated budgeting. Candidates’ answers sometimes focused too exclusively on reporting past activities 
and promoting future ones and the overall logic concerning money issues paled into insignificance in 
these responses.  
 
 

c) Your group of friends has appointed you to write  a letter to your mayor to complain that 
there is nowhere in your town for young people to g ather and ‘hang out’ together. Write 
this letter. 
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There were problems with the format required to write an appropriate formal letter.  Some candidates 
omitted one or both addresses; the date; or the signature at the end. 
 
Even though this question required a letter, it invited a situation-problem-evaluation-solution response. 
Rather surprisingly, many efforts were disappointing in the manner they presented the various stages of 
the argument, generally because candidates opted to over-exaggerate in the presentation of the 
problems, compounding matters in such a way that logic was weakened. Although the majority of 
candidates put forth a number of good ideas as to how their town can cater to the needs of the young 
generation – proposing youth centres, public gardens, discos/clubs, etc. – others simply focused on the 
problem at hand without attempting to make any suggestions. 
 
The most common problem was that candidates often used a writing style that was inappropriate for use 
in a formal letter. 
 
 

d) Write a short story beginning ‘This is the first  day of the rest of my life...’ 
 
As expected, this was one of the most popular choices. This being a narrative, the efforts had a number 
of strengths and weaknesses that have been highlighted more than once in these reports. A number of 
candidates deserve to be commended on the originality of their story, on the way they elevated seemingly 
ordinary experiences to the importance implied by the title, and on the way they challenged the 
conventional chronologically linear storytelling sequence using flashback or foreshadowing. 
Unfortunately, many did/could not give their story such characteristics. Too many seemed to have failed 
to understand the importance of writing about some life-changing experience, too many wrote about the 
experience without any reference as to how or why it marked a change or a new beginning, too many 
(particularly those that opted to include flashbacks without having a strong command of the language) 
manifested serious problems with tenses. While one does not expect outstanding originality from the 
average student, some candidates give the impression that they chose narrative out of apathy, hoping 
that stories from around their mid-secondary years that may have worked for them at SEC level would be 
satisfactory at this level. 
 

e) Partying 
 
The majority chose to write an argumentative piece, although there were cases where candidates wrote 
narratives. The most common failing related to the superficiality of arguments put forward, or the 
exclusive focus on either the positive or the negative side of partying.  Hence, some candidates did not 
manage to achieve a well-balanced argumentative essay. Because the term seems to carry a range of 
meanings, the majority of candidates felt the need to start their response by defining the term. Apparently 
the stricter/narrower usage of the term is reserved to attending entertainment events where DJs often 
play a particular genre of music. In its broadest sense the term is used for any activity organized with the 
intention of letting go and having fun. Candidates were conscious of the various meanings and tended to 
start their response with an effort to give the/their meaning of the term. This was a good thing, however, 
there is no doubt that it is not easy to write and create definitions or categories under examination 
conditions. Such attempts either do the job well or fail miserably if they remain half-baked. It often got 
increasingly worse when these opening definitions were actually forgotten, ignored or became irrelevant 
as the candidate wrote the rest of the text. The greater majority of these essays spoke of the advantages 
and disadvantages of partying. Given the fervour with which young people normally tend to defend their 
going to these parties, it was rather surprising that the overwhelming majority of the texts were very 
heavily biased against partying, highlighting the many vices associated with partying. It feels ironic that 
while too many candidates seem to ignore what examiners expect even when this is written in black on 
white in rubrics or essay titles, they then seem willing and eager to adhere to some notion of unwritten 
moral correctness they believe examiners expect of them. Notably, it is always the many others and never 
the writer of the essays who do drugs, drink alcohol, overspend, dress scantily, stare at scantily dressed 
girls, have clashes with parents etc. 
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f) A famous environment slogan reads ‘You must be t he change you wish to see in the 

world’. Discuss. 
 
This was another popular choice which in most cases revealed that candidates had sufficient knowledge 
about their environmental responsibilities.  Indeed, many mentioned issues like the 3Rs; the use of 
photovoltaic cells, wind turbines, and solar panels; the use of public transport, bicycles, and car pooling; 
climate change and other such environmental concerns.  Some even knew that the slogan originated with 
Mahatma Gandhi. Unfortunately, some essays remained on a superficial level in that they kept stressing 
the point that one needs to be the change without using concrete examples to support their argument. 
Another common mistake was that, even though the title specifically required a discussion about 
environmental issues, some candidates discussed other social issues such as discrimination, politics, 
racism, etc.  
 

COMPREHENSION 

General Comments 

Some of the answers used very long sentences and as a result of this, grammatical mistakes seemed to 
multiply. Generally there was also very little effective use of punctuation. Most students simply copied 
chunks from the passage and failed to frame answers to fit the questions. Spelling mistakes were very 
common throughout. Sentence structure was weak, candidates often beginning answers with 
‘Because….’ Some students used phrases rather than sentences in their answers. 

 

Question Ai)   Most students knew only two of the meanings (out of six). While a great majority of the 
students encountered difficulties of expression, others provided a correct answer that did not, however, 
show their understanding of the word in the context.  

Question Aii)   Students could not explain the meaning of the metaphor “flexing their political muscles.” 
Few linked the word “flexing” with extending oneself to one’s limits.  

Question B)   This question required some thought. Although indirectly, the text mentions the suffering of 
indigenous peoples at the hands of the incoming Europeans in the form of a) their land, and consequently 
their livelihood, being taken over for activities other than the traditional ones; and b) their way of life being 
supplanted by a new way of life and new habits with which they were often unable to cope. For example, 
when traditional activities were replaced with a system based on clear-cut work and leisure periods, the 
result was alcoholism. Indigenous people were often unable to cope with leisure periods involving 
drinking alcohol. A sense of guilt on the part of Europeans at the result of the actions of their forefathers 
has been transformed into the “stirring of passion and sympathy” referred to in the text. 
 

Question C  was, in general, answered satisfactorily by the great majority. However, it is evident that 
some students misunderstood the text and answered that ‘outsiders have been able to adapt to the 
beautiful but harsh physical environment’ when the author was clearly implying the opposite. Some 
students attempted to rephrase the relevant parts of the passage, which is to be encouraged; however, in 
doing so, they ended up changing the sense completely. Most of the answers to this question were either 
too brief, or else part of the answer was left out. 

Question D On the whole question D was tackled well. Some did, however, put down the answer to 
question C here.  
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Question E This was a fairly challenging question and a good number of students failed to understand it. 
The calculations that oil and gas companies would have to consider involve the challenges and 
opportunities of climate change as well as uncertainties regarding the control of oil reserves. 
 

Question F - Summary :  It is interesting to note that quite a few of the students who had problems 
throughout the comprehension then went on to tackle the summary well. It was straightforward and they 
could spot the advantages and disadvantages of climate change quite easily. Some students failed to 
realize that respecting the prescribed word limit is very important. Some even went on to write as much as 
130 instead of 100 words, making no attempt to shorten their answers. Students should be made more 
aware of the techniques of summary writing and the editing of information to accommodate word limits.  

Comprehension: errors in grammar: 

1. The use of Prepositions  has proven to be quite troublesome. Below is a list of the most common 
faults related to Prepositions: 
 

• ‘In order of  translating power in Greenland to real independence is difficult’ (here we also notice 
a faulty sentence structure) 

• ‘Winters make it hard to  hunters’ 
• ‘Melting of icebergs increased tourism to  the country’ 
• ‘take advantage from ’ 
• ‘dependent of ..’ 
• ‘to be proud by ’/with  
• ‘consists about  

 
2. Conditionals are also often misused.  

 
3. The distinction between Common  and Proper  nouns was surprisingly another factor that 

hindered performance. Quite a number of students have no notion of the use of upper case and 
reading their answers was like reading an sms. Some of the most common words that were not 
given a capital were arctic, greenland  and denmark . 
 

4. Furthermore, it seems that the ‘basics’ of the language are not being adequately learnt. One 
classic example is the students’ continuous misuse of articles, including them when they are not 
required and omitting when they are needed, as in ‘the Denmark’, ‘the Greenland’. One other 
recurring trend was to use nouns and pronouns  in the same sentence simultaneously, for 
instance: 
 

• ‘The world’s oil and gas companies, they have to make decisions.’ 
• ‘Hunters who rely on sea ice, it is getting tougher for them.’ 

 
5. Another factor is Punctuation . A handful of students demonstrated excellent use of punctuation 

and grammar skills whilst a great majority showed no knowledge of effective positioning of full-
stops and commas. Only a few students used the comma after linking words like ‘Firstly’, ‘Finally’, 
and ‘moreover’. A large majority replaced the full-stop with the comma, thus writing sentences 
which were at times exhausting to read. With regard to linking words , it seems that quite a 
number of students make use of these words without actually knowing their meaning or in which 
cases these should be used. ‘Even though’, to mention but one example, was repeatedly used 
instead of ‘however’ and ‘as well as’ instead of ‘moreover’. ‘Although’ was also used instead of 
‘apart from’.  
 

6. Handling Plurals  also proved problematic. Some students seem to be unable to make a 
distinction between possessives and plurals and are in doubt about when to use the ‛’s’. As a 
consequence, the following errors were encountered: muscle’s, affair’s, decision’s etc. 
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Some words, like ‘population’ were also confusing as quite a number of students considered it as a word 
which requires a plural. .Other examples include the following: 

• ‘Warmer winters negatively affects…’ 
• ‘Such problems raises…’ 
• ‘Communication are affected…’ 
• ‘…the Arctic have  a chance of increasing tourism…’ 
• ‘Some advantages of warmer weather is…’ 
• ‘…the reasons is…’ 

 
7. Tenses  were not a problem for the majority, however, in long sentences, a lot of students 

seemed to lose track of the tense they were using at the beginning. A common error is to start off 
using the Present and finishing the sentence in the Past. In certain instances, the Past Prefect 
would be used instead of the Present Perfect.  
 

8. The use of Comparatives and Superlatives  seemed to confuse a number of students. Some 
students would rather write ‘more easy’ than ‘easier’ and ‘more big’ than ‘bigger’. Some 
comparatives were also redundant, as in ‘more harder’ or ‘more warmer’. Another worrisome fact 
is the way some students confuse adverbs  with comparatives. Cases such as ‘…oil is drilled 
more easier…’ and ‘…travelling is done easier…’ were often encountered during the marking 
process. 
 

9. Another common feature was in sentences beginning with ‘While’ and ‘Since’. The most common 
trend was to misuse these words in sentences where they made no sense. A number of students 
showed an inability to string sentences grammatically. Some of the examples encountered were: 
 

• ‘The fact that Greenland is so huge, yet settlements are few and far between makes    transport is 
a major issue.’ 

• ‘Warmer weather increases tourism by watching icebergs’  
• Warmer winters make it hard for hunters since some rely on sea ice and also mean more rain and 

snowfall.’ 
• ‘The people of the Arctic have a greater chance of asserting themselves is because…’ 
• ‘Low-lying areas are resulting villages to break.’ 
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Comprehension: Errors in Spelling and Vocabulary 

1. Some common spelling errors also featured on a very frequent basis. Below is a list of the most 
troublesome words: 

Word Versions of students 

Environment enviorment 

Independence Independance/ independency/ indipendence 

Foreigners foregners 

Decision discision 

Succeed successed/ suceed 

With whit/wit 

Though Tough 

   

2. A trend to divide certain words  was also noted. The words ‘airport’ and ‘involve’, for instance, 
were written as ‘air port’ and ‘in volve’. Other such words included ‘dis-advantages’, ‘further more’ 
etc. 
On the other hand, other two-word phrases were often run into one word, e.g. ‘infact’, ‘a’lot’, 
‘eventhough’,  ‘inturn’, ‘otherhand’ etc. 
 

3. Some students tended to translate words directly from Maltese . One classic example was 
‘…to cut the profits…’ or statements such as ‘…it is few the amount of people that managed to 
adapt to the rough conditions…’ and ‘…the countries where they live, most of them are 
democracies…’.  

 
4. Words like ‘successfulness’ and ‘proudness’ were also a recurring phenomenon. 

Other common mistakes: 

• No distinction between ‘there’, ‘their’ and ‘they’re’ 
• No distinction between ‘were’ and ‘where’ 
• No distinction between ‘it’s’ and ‘its’ 
• No distinction between ‘weather’ and ‘whether’ 
• No distinction between ‘of’ and ‘off’ 
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LITERATURE 

General Comments 

As has been pointed out in previous years (2008, 2009) candidates still show an overall inability to use 
quotations properly in their literature essay. In some essays it was very evident that candidates showed 
little real knowledge of the text but had memorised quotations which they included in the essay although 
they were not linked directly to the point being made. ‘Standalone’ quotations simply show that the 
candidate managed to memorise a few words and phrases, nothing more. Overall, candidates did not 
know how to embed quotes within their writing in order to reinforce their points. Unfortunately, some 
candidates still labour under the impression that quoting profusely in the essay guarantees a good grade. 
This is clearly not the case since although quoting is encouraged, valued and rewarded, it must be done 
properly. Quoting should enhance/strengthen the points being made in an essay and in no way are 
candidates to use quotations to make up for the evident lack of ideas, knowledge and arguments. 

Most candidates answered questions 1, on Of Mice and Men and question 2, on Purple Hibiscus. Only a 
few candidates (about 10) answered question number 3 on A Man for All Seasons. 

The most popular questions were questions B1a (Write an essay about dreams and reality in Of Mice and 
Men) and B2b (The character of Kambili evolves throughout the novel. What are the events that change 
her?) 

As in previous years the majority of the candidates show an average understanding of the texts, but their 
poor writing and language skills hinder their expression. 

It is clear that candidates do not always fully understand what the question is asking. This was evident in 
question B1a, where the majority of the candidates wrote an essay on dreams, completely forgetting that 
the question read ‘dreams and reality’. It is also worth noting how some candidates simply wrote about 
the dream of George and Lennie of owning a small holding, resulting in a rather weak essay showing a 
limited knowledge of the text. The better essays not only included the dreams of other characters 
(Crooks, Curley’s wife, Curley, Candy) but also highlighted the grim reality of these characters. 

Question B1b yielded rather good answers. The average answers gave a character description of 
Curley’s wife and then discussed whether George is fair or not towards the end of the essay. The better 
answers didn’t simply present facts but were able to sustain a coherent position throughout the essay, 
arguing for and against George’s position and his motivations for his remark about Curley’s wife being ‘jail 
bait’. These answers also took into account the unhappiness and loneliness of Curley’s wife, aspects fully 
developed in section 5 of the novel. Similarly, in question B2a candidates were able to convincingly write 
about the Nigeria described in the novel. Candidates opting for this question showed a good knowledge 
of the text as most juxtaposed the macro national level with the micro personal level of Kambili’s 
household. 

Question B2b was a very popular choice. Overall candidates showed an average understanding of the 
text. Most answers described the various events that changed Kambili but the better answers tried to 
delve deeper into how and why Kambili evolves and matures. 

As has been pointed out in previous years (2008, 2009) candidates still show a very evident lack of 
knowledge of how to answer the gobbet question. Some candidates simply paraphrase the gobbet, while 
others provide character profiles of the characters mentioned in the extract. This is obviously not correct, 
since candidates should discuss those character traits foregrounded in the passage. The general 
impression is that candidates write whatever comes to mind about the passage and this is clearly not the 
way that a gobbet question should be tackled. Careful planning and structuring is important in every 
essay, even more so in the gobbet question. Essays are poor when ideas are not organised, when there 
is no logical flow and topic sentences are non-existent. The guidelines offered in the question are, 
unfortunately, often overlooked. Some candidates try to write a good essay but either they focus 
somewhat exclusively on the passage or else depart from it completely and use it as a means to discuss 
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other areas of the novel. The better answers were more balanced and throughout managed to discuss 
the passage and link it with different aspects of the novel. Some candidates did write some very good 
answers and these showed deeper understanding of the text as they focused on literary devices, 
symbols, themes and the linking of various incidents in the novel. These candidates showed a clear ability 
to interpret and evaluate various aspects of the literary work they were studying. 

Overall, the majority of the essays show that candidates rely on basic information and this results in 
rather superficial answers. The better essays structure and present arguments (not simply a list of points), 
and show an awareness of the wider context of the novels. 

Common Language errors in Literature essays 

• Confusion of tenses 
 

• Subject – Verb Agreement. 
 

• Spelling errors. These are some of the words that were consistently misspelt:. oppression, 
believe, lonely, responsibility, occurred, obsession. 
 

• Confusion of Homophones eg. faith – fate, prey – pray.  
 

• Misuse of possessive ‘s’.  
 

• Hardly any use of devices that provide cohesion in essays. The only link word some candidates 
were familiar with was ‘also’. Some candidates tried to link sentences and ideas through 
inappropriate words and phrases. 
 

• Failing to use the present tense when writing the literature essay. 
 

• Poor sentence construction and flawed idiom: 

‘The mocking of Amaka and the subsequent invite to respond her back…’ 

 ‘The passage is situated in Nsukka…’ 

‘She passed a lot from violence…’ 

‘The novel Purple Hibiscus is given to us through the eyes...’ 

‘Lennie had faith in the dream and this kept him running…’ 

‘Religion brings us back to the theme of silence...’ 

• Constant use of ‘seems to be’ instead of ‘is’  

• Expression at times is heavily influenced from Maltese and sometimes direct translations from the 
mother tongue are evident; 

 ‘She never stays back to stand up against Eugene…’ 

‘To go good in school exams…’ 

‘She had nothing less…’ 

‘Know to do nothing…’ 
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‘To go with him to work films…’ 

‘At every chance they get men would always fall from what they’ve said…’ 

‘Curley suspects in Slim that goes with his wife…’ 

‘Lennie knows George wants him good only…’ 

• Some candidates misspell the names of the characters, eg. Lenny, Curly, Crook etc 
 

Conclusion 

Overall, performance in 2010 was average. In line with developments in Europe, it is hoped that the next 
Intermediate syllabus will have more focus on listening and speaking skills. The present format of the Oral 
examination would have to be changed in order to allow performance to be gauged more effectively.  

Emphasis must also be made on the difficulties of teaching to the level of University entrance in the two-
year post-secondary course with the very limited resources presently available for the great majority of 
students taking this examination.  

 

Chairperson 

Board of Examiners 

 

October 2010 

 


